EBEN BOSMAN
DEVELOPER.ENTHUSIAST.PERFECTIONIST

CONTACT

PERSONAL PROFILE

Phone

I am a self-taught, self-sufficient, motivated Web Developer. I strive
to deliver the best quality-, efficient- and modern code possible.

+27 83 275 4801
Email
eben.bosman@mail.com
Web
ebenbosman.com
Twitter
twitter.com/ebenbosman
LinkedIn
lnked.in/ebenbosman
Hometown
Jo'burg, South Africa

Attention to detail is my greatest professional concern, without it my work
would just be average. I take great care in writing clean and readable, high
quality code as the presentation of my work is the legacy which I leave.
My favourite part of the work is dealing with the UX, although every other
part is just as important. I prioritise visual perfection and user friendliness –
with a simple test to judge if it is good enough: Would I like working with it
as an end user?
I feel at ease working in either a team environment or working
alone. Being a self-taught developer also means that I am at the stage in
my career where I feel it necessary to "pay it forward" and help
mentor junior developers.
I have more than nine years of experience in the software
development industry and although I have no formal tertiary education, I
believe that my practical experience has been an education of its own.
This should stand me in good stead to complete any project successfully.

SKILLS
C#
Cucumber/Gherkin
JavaScript
Angular.js
Node.js
CSS
Twitter Bootstrap
MSSQL
MongoDB
TDD

EXPERIENCE
Senior Developer
Investec | 2015 - Present
Research and implement new technologies to enhance code quality
Team lead on a major Regulatory project
Maintain 3rd party AML systems. (Nice Actimize)
Lead and mentor 2 graduate/junior developers
Develop new and help maintain services on the ESB using
Webmethods/Software AG
Lias and work closely together with the Operations team to perform as
an effective unit in DevOps
Creation of multiple wiki entries to assist and smooth out support issues
Implementation of most monitoring in our space so as to assist in
predicting trends of possible failures and insuring minimal downtime

INTERESTS

EXPERIENCE

continued

Developer Consultant
First Tech Digital | 2014 - 2015
Sub contracting to work with numerous clients including:
Europcar
ABSA
Stanlib
Tribe One (Sony Music)
Investec
Work done for the above mentioned companies involved mostly web
development, but also a small amount of Windows and Ionic mobile
development

Senior Developer
Contract Communicator | 2011 - 2014

EDUCATION
Richards Bay Highschool
2002

CIRTIFICATES
Microsoft Certified
Developer C#
2014
K2 Blackpearl Core
2014

REFERENCES
Wilken Luës, First Tech Digital
+64 22 655 6809
wilken.lues@odaltech.com

Nico Swanepoel, Investec
+27 83 450 3922
icnico@gmail.com

Lead developer tasked with the ground up development of an
enterprise grade solution to replace the outdated products
Full development lifecycle
Researching new techniques and technologies to optimally implement
solutions to fulfil business requirements
Coordinating inputs between different consultants, the architecht and
myself to implement the solution as decided by business
Liasing with customers to provide technical support and be a personal
link between the business and the customers

Developer Consultant
Standard Bank | 2010 - 2011
Tasks focussed in the Vehicle and Asset Finance - eApplications division
Maintenance of old systems and development of new ones
Responsible for implementing Consumer Protection act changes
Planning and creating Technical Specifications
Upkeep and compilation of supporting documentation

Developer Consultant
Becking Holdings | 2009 - 2010
ASP.Net and C# Web Development of an educational system
HTML5 & MathML used to draw equations on screen

Developer Consultant
MyMarket.com | 2009
General ASP.Net and C# Web Development and maintenance

Junior Web Developer
MiNett | 2007 - 2009
Development, maintenance and enhancement of current and new
functionality, as required by various role players in the motor retail and
finance sectors, to a complex and widely used internet based ASP.Net and
C# web application.

